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Ackermann function, 228–233

acyclic connected graph, 6

adjacency list, 20

adjacency matrix, 20

algebraic computation-tree algorithm, 245

algebraic computation-tree model, 18, 24, 26, 29, 41,

73, 399, 416

closest pair problem, 50–51

computation trees, 41–43

decision trees, 43

lower bounds for algebraic decision tree algorithms,

43–51

lower bounds for spanner constructions, 51–57

sorting problem, 50–51

algebraic decision tree model, 41, 43, 49

time complexity in, 48, 50

algorithms

algorithms and data structures, 18–19

all-nearest neighbors problem, 190–193

divide-and-conquer technique, 29

external memory, 477

k closest pairs, sequence of, 187–190

lower bounds for algebraic decision tree algorithms,

43–51

plane sweep, 70

randomized, 78

sorting, 50

all-nearest neighbors problem, 190–193

all-pairs-shortest-path problem, 242

ancestor, 20

lowest common, 21–29

proper, 20

approximation algorithm, 242

faster approximation of stretch factor of Euclidean

graph, 248–253

first approximation of stretch factor of Euclidean

graph, 243–248

balanced binary search trees, 18, 99, 132, 416

base-separated, 265, 266

Big-Oh bounds, 11

binary tree, 20

bounding box, 151

bucketing distances, 416

canonical nodes. See nodes

Cartesian product, of d intervals, 143

centroid edge, 30

centroid node, 29

Chernoff bounds, 88

cleanup phase, 273

clusters, 328

center, 364–373

cover, 362–364

graph, 328–329

complete graph, 3, 19

conditional probabilities, 86

cone, 64, 71

angular diameter of, 93

apex of, 64

covering d-dimensional hypercube with, 93–95

simplicial. See simplicial cones and frames

connectivity, 4, 427

cut vertices

connecting of, 224–227

existence of, 222–224

cycle, 19

d-dimensional hyperrectangle, 99

d-dimensional unit cube, 112

decision problem, 43

degree, 4

Delaunay triangulation, 470

descendent, 20

proper, 20

detour, 476–477

diameter, 4

³-diamond property, of graph, 471

³-diamond, of line segment, 471

Dijkstra’s algorithm, 31, 139, 142, 242, 329

dilation. See stretch factor

directed t-spanner, 9

paths, 9

directed graph, 19

embedding of, 19

directed path, 9, 74–75

distance enumeration

approximation of, 139–142

exact, 142–144

distance range hierarchy, 386

distortion. See stretch factor

doubling dimension, of metric space, 174

doubling metrics, 174

DRH theorem, 400

for spanners, 411–412

dumbbell nodes, 208, 214

dumbbell potential, 274, 276

dumbbell trees, 197, 214, 238

as spanners, 210–215

construction of, 209–210
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dumbbells, 197–198, 296

of approximately same length, 205–206

dumbbell theorem, 197, 215–217

dumbbell trees. See dumbbell trees

empty-region property, 205–207

heads, 198, 262–263

length, 196

length-grouping property, 202–205

nested, 279

packing results for dumbbells, 198–202

properties of, 200–202

pseudo, 262, 274, 283, 298–300, 302,

304–306

dynamic programming, 464–466

edge, 19

charging path of, 280

connected by, 19

downstream, 225

forbidden, 126

lateral, 263. See also lateral edges

nonforbidden, 126

non-lateral graph of, 276

non-lateral, 263, 297. See also non-lateral edges

nulled out by, 277–278

upstream, 225

element uniqueness problem, 43, 50, 245

empty-region property, 197

computation of, 205–207

Euclidean distance 20

Euclidean graphs, 20

approximating stretch factor of, 243–253,

425–426

hierarchy of, 388–390

Euclidean graphs, approximating stretch factor of,

425–426

faster approximation of, 248–253

first approximation algorithm of, 243–248

Euclidean metrics, 8, 124, 172, 174

Euclidean minimum spanning tree, 12

Euclidean planar graph, 242

Euler tour, 8, 24–25

Euler’s gamma-function, 112

Euler’s theorem, 9

fault-tolerance, 4. See also fault-tolerant spanners

of network, 5

fault-tolerant spanners

among obstacles, 472–473

based on well-separated pairs, 434–437

definition of, 427–429

EFTS, 429–432

FTS, 429–432

of low degree and low weight, 437–441,

468–469

path greedy, 438–441

plane, 470–472

simple transformation of, 430–434

single-source, 473–474

VFTS, 429–430

with few edges, 469–470

with O(kn) edges, 437

Fermat problem, 7

Fibonacci heaps, 18, 242

flat faces, 262

» -frame

application of, 98–99

construction of, 93–97

definition of, 93

Fréchet and Hausdorff distance measures, of plane

curves, 476

Gabriel graph, 471

gap property, 108–111, 127

geometric lemma, 114–116

lower bound, 111–112

upper bound for points in the unit cube,

112–114

Gap Theorem, 109, 257, 260, 320

proof of, 111

gap-greedy algorithm, 121–124

condition for spannerhood, 120–121

efficient implementation of, 128–137

generalizations to higher dimensions, 137

generalizing skip lists, 78

genus, 4

geographic neighborhood graph, 65

geometric dilation, concept of, see detour

geometric network, 3, 9, 20

t-spanner, on US cities, 10

graph algorithms, 30

graphs

acyclic connected, 3

coloring graphs, of bounded degree,

30–31

connected, 7, 9, 12, 390, 468–469

³-diamond property of, 471

»-good polygon property of, 471

notions from graph theory, 19–21

representation of, 20–21

sparse, 20

star, 474

�-graphs

application of, 98–99

construction of » -frames, 93–98

construction of, 69–73

d-dimensional, 104

higher-dimensional, 103–106

planar, 19

range trees, 99–103

simplicial cones and frames, 92–93

spanners from, 63–73

stretch factor bounding of, 65–69

greedy algorithm, 281

heaps, 18

hierarchical decomposition, 399–400

comparison of shortest-path distances in the

spanner G, 396–399

hierarchy of Euclidean graphs, 388–390

partitioning of edge sets, 386–388

properties of, 390–395

querying of, 395–396

Hopcroft’s problem, 476–477
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hypercube, 155, 157, 162, 165, 201, 209, 320,

450

covering, with cone, 93–95

d-dimensional, 94, 96, 143

subhypercubes, 94–95

triangulation of, 95–96

unit, 96

hypercylinders, 262, 291–292, 302

hyperrectangle, 155, 160–161, 165,

209

I/O-efficient algorithms, 477

in-block range minimum queries, 28

indirect addressing operation, 24, 29

infinite stretch factor, 6, 475

inorder traversal, of tree, 21

integer weight function, 354, 355–357, 379

k t-approximate closest pairs, sequence of,

139

Kruskal’s algorithm, 12, 13, 36

»-good polygon property, of graph, 471

lateral edges, 271–273

processing one edge of E, 300–301

layer 3 lists, 131

leaf, 20

Leapfrog Theorem, 115, 262–264, 301, 306–309, 315,

330, 378

bounding the weight of lateral and non-lateral edges,

273–294, 297–306

cleanup phase in, 264–273

condition for, 260–262

relation to gap property, 259–260

variant of, 307–309

length of a path, 5, 20

length-grouped, 264, 265, 266

length-grouping property, 197, 214

computation of, 202–205

linear decision tree algorithms, 44–46

linked lists, 18

load factor, 4

locating centers, 474

lower bounds

for algebraic decision tree algorithms,

43–51

for pairwise distinct points, 52–53

for spanner constructions, 51–57

general, 46–50

lowest common ancestor, of any two nodes, 21–24

faster algorithm for queries of, 24–29

Markov’s inequality, 462

metric space, 173

mindist-structure T , 132, 134, 137

mingap function, 56

monotone path, 235

multicriteria optimization problems, 6

near-parallel, 264–266, 273, 307

neighborhood, 143–144

nested-dumbbells, 265–271

network analysis, significance of, 5

network design

desirable properties of, 6

problems, 5–6

network design problem, 5

nodes, 20

canonical, 101

dumbbell, 208

head, 208

internal, 20

lowest common ancestor of, 21–29

non-lateral edges, 271–273

analysis of �f , 289–295

charging path for edge e, 277–280

choosing of subsets, 282–286

decomposition of the charge path P ,

286–289

lemmas on intervals, 280–282

processing one edge of E, 276–277

non-lateral graph, 279

normalized block queries, 28–29

2-OPT, 114, 116–119

worst-case analysis, 116–118

2-optimal tour, 116–117

optimal length tour, 8

orthogonal range searching, 99

packing arguments

arguments, 165, 330, 338–339, 358, 371,

373

results, 196, 198–202, 357–359

pair queries, 168

answering of, using centroid edges,

169–170

answering of, using path decomposition,

170–172

pairwise distinct points, 52–57

parent, 20

Patching Lemma, 459–461

path

connected by, 19

cycle, 19

directed t-spanner, 9

directed, 9, 74–75

length of, 5

simple, 19

path-greedy algorithm, 9, 13

analysis of simple form of, 319–327

faster algorithm. See faster algorithm with indirect

addressing

implementation of

clsuter graph approximation, 332–338

cluster graphs, notions of, 330–332

clustering weighted graphs, 330–332

constructing cluster algorithms of partial spanners,

340

constructing cluster graphs of partial spanners,

338–340

first improvement to, 327–330
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path-greedy spanner

improved weight analysis of, 325–326

probablistic analysis of, 321–325

perturbation step, 444–446

plane sweep algorithm, 70

point location query, 98

polynomial equations, system of, 46–48

polynomial-time approximation schemes, 8,

443–444

postorder traversal, of tree, 21

potential function �, 274

preorder traversal, of tree, 21

Prim’s algorithm, 37–38

proper ancestor, 20

proper descendent, 20

pruning spanners

distance range hierarchy of, 404–406

general framework for, 401–403

pruning algorithm based on the distance range

hierarchy, 406–408

pruning algorithm based on well-separated pairs,

403–404

PTAS. See polynomial-time approximation schemes

quadtree structure, construction of, 448–450

radial distance, 274

radial potential, 274

radial weight, 274

range minimum problem, 24

solving of, 26–29

range minimum query, in array, 25–27

range trees, 124

d-dimensional, 100–101

definition, 100

for supporting deletions, 102–103

in range query operations, 101–102

rectifiable curves, 475

reintegralize function, 379

running time, of an algorithm, 18

second shortest path, 261

separation ratio, 152

separator node, 30

short path approximations, in spanners

approximate shortest path queries, for separated

points, 416–422

arbitrary approximate shortest path queries,

422–425

bucketing distances, 416

shortcuts, 474–476

short-cutting operations, 8

short-cutting trees

Ackermann function and its inverse,

228–233

generalization of larger monotone diameters,

227–228

monotone diameters 1 and 2, 220–221

monotone diameters 2k, 233–237

monotone diameters 3, 221–227

using O(n) edges, 237–238

simplex, 95

simplicial cones and frames, 92–93

sink spanners. See spanners

sink, 109, 126

skip lists spanners, 81–85, 88–89

bounding the spanner diameter of, 86–89

d-dimensional, 106

skip lists, 18, 79–81

generalizing, 78

solution space, 41

sorting problem, 41

spanners, 5, 9

algorithm, 12

among obstacles, 472

approximating shortest paths in. See short path

approximations, in spanners

based on WSPD, 154–155, 168

based on �-graph, 63–73

bounded degree d-dimensional, 105

diameters of, 11, 73, 185, 239

directed, 9

distance range hierarchy for, 408–412

dumbbell trees as, 209–210

experimental work related to, 478–479

fault-tolerant. See fault-tolerant spanners

gap-greedy, 144–145

of bounded degrees, 73–78

first construction, 178–180

second construction, 180–183

of low degree, 468–469

open problems with, 479–481

path-greedy. See path-greedy spanner

plane, 470–472

pruning. See pruning spanners

q-sink t-, 104–105

single-source, 473

sink, 74–77, 104–105

skip list. See skip lists spanners

sparse, 5, 11

transformation of bounded degree, 76–78

transformation of bounded outdegree to bounded

degree, 105

weight analysis of, 348–350

with few edges, 469–470

with logarithmic spanner diameter, 184–186. See also

skip lists spanners

with low spanner diameter, 238–239

spanning tree, 6

Kruskal’s algorithm, of minimum, 12–13, 36

minimum, 11–12, 35, 108, 262, 298, 301, 320, 330,

377, 434

computation of, approximate, 193–194

Prim’s algorithm, of minimum, 37–38

properties of, 6

Sparse Ball Theorem, 298, 303, 309–315

proof of, 315

recurrence relation for Steiner points, 310–315

sparse graphs, 20

sparse network, 4

sparse spanner network, 5

sparse spanners, 5
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sparse t-spanner, 69

split tree, 168, 171, 180, 199, 210, 244

computation of, in O(n log n) time, 158–162

definition of, 155–158

height of, 156

partial, 158

star graph, 474

Steiner minimum tree, 6–7, 264, 298, 303

Steiner points, 4, 6–7, 292, 310–315

Steiner trees, 7

Steiner t-spanner, 51–54, 56

stretch factor, 4, 15

approximation algorithm of Euclidean graphs. See

approximation algorithm

bounding of, to �-graph, 65–69

constant, 469

decreasing the, 474

of Euclidean graphs, 425–426

of Gabriel graph, 471

infinity, 6, 475

minimum, 478

of minimum spanning tree, 469

of plane graph, 471

of triangulations, 471

single-source, 473

structure theorem, 463–464

subhypercubes. See hypercube

subtree. See tree

T -monotone path, 219–222, 226–227, 233–235,

238

t-approximate minimum spanning tree, 193

time complexity, 42–43

T -monotone diameter, 38, 219–222, 225–226, 228,

233–238

translated query halfplane, 70–71

traveling salesperson problem, 8–9, 110–111

worst-case analysis, of the 2-OPT algorithm for,

116–118

traveling salesperson tour, 6, 8–9

traversals

inorder, 21

postorder, 21

preorder, 21

tree, 3, 20

arbitrary rooted, 24

computing stretch factors of, 245–248

nesting, 262

short cutting problems on, 219

split. See split tree

subtree, 20–21, 71, 170, 181, 213, 223, 286

traversing binary, 21

triangle inequality, 19, 31, 173, 249, 291

triangulations, 9

Delaunay, 9, 11, 470

greedy, 9

minimum weight, 9

t-spanner path, 9

t-spanners. See spanners

undirected graph, 19

embedding of, 19

weighted, 19

unit disk graph, 173

unit disk metrics, 173

vertex, 20, 73, 105

border, 224–226, 228, 234, 244

centroid, 220–221, 223

degree of, 19

disjoint, 438–439

faults, 427–428

indegree, 19

outdegree, 19

separator, 246

source vertex, 473–474

super, 386

vertical distance, 274

vertical potential, 274

vertical spans, 282, 287, 289, 293, 295

vertical weight, 274

vertices, 19

Voronoi diagram, 9

weak spanner property, 211

weighted graph, 3, 6, 329, 338, 473

clustering of, 330–332

general, 358

undirected, 19, 35–36, 354

well-separated pair decomposition, 215, 434

computation of pair separating two points, 168–172

computation of, 162–168

definition of, 151–154

extension to other metrics, 172–174

size of, 153

spanners based on, 154–155

split trees, 155–162

well-separated pair, application of

application to other proximity problems, 186–194

spanners of bounded degrees, 178–184

spanners with logarithmic spanner diameter,

184–186

WSPD. See well-separated pair decomposition

YES-leaf, 49–50

YES-instances, 43, 50
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